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1. Sometimes Love just ain’t enough. But Love will keep us a life. (Patty 
Smith & Eagle) 
2. Close to your god, than he will help u. 
3. Share you little times to the other. 
4. Peace. Love. Heaven. 
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SUMMARY
Pujoko. A.320 000 129. THE FRAMING ANALYSIS OF COLUMN 
OPINION IN NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE. Muhammadiyah University of 
Surakarta. Research Paper. 2005. 
The objectives of the study are to describe the kinds of problem 
identification to describe the adverbs category that exist in column opinion in 
Newsweek Magazine.
In this research, the writer uses qualitative approach. The writer collects 
the column opinion in Newsweek Magazine as the data. The data of the research 
are nine (9) column opinions taken from Newsweek Magazine from October-
November. 
In finding the framing of the column opinion the writers refers to the 
theory of Abror, and to identify the adverbial category the writer employs the 
theory of Givon. 
Based on the result of analysis the writer finds that problem identification 
in column opinion (worldview) are; cognitive dissonance, empathy, packing and 
association. The adverbs category that exist in column opinion (worldview) are 
manner adverb, place adverb, time adverb, speaker’s comment adverbs such as 
comments on desirability/rightness, comments on the characters or motives of the 
object and epistemic comments. 
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